The room temperature pump-probe X-ray free electron laser (XFEL) measurements used for serial femtosecond crystallography provide remarkable information about the structures of the catalytic (S-state) intermediates of the oxygen-evolution reaction of photosystem II. However, mixed populations of these intermediates and moderate resolution limit the interpretation of the data from current experiments. The S3 XFEL structures show extra density near the OEC that may correspond to a water/hydroxide molecule. However, in the latest structure, this additional oxygen is 2.08 Å from the Oe2 of D1-E189, which is closer than the sum of the van der Waals radii of the two oxygens. Here, we use Boltzmann statistics and Monte Carlo sampling to provide a model for the S2-to-S3 state transition, allowing structural changes and the insertion of an additional water/hydroxide. Based on our model, water/hydroxide addition to the oxygenevolving complex (OEC) is not thermodynamically favorable in the S2 g = 2 state, but it is in the S2 g = 4.1 redox isomer. Thus, formation of the S3 state starts by a transition from the S2 g = 2 to the S2 g = 4.1 structure. Then, electrostatic interactions support protonation of D1-H190 and deprotonation of the Ca 2+ -ligated water (W3) with proton loss to the lumen. The W3 hydroxide moves toward Mn4, completing the coordination shell of Mn4 and moving with its oxidation to Mn(IV) in the S3 state. In addition, binding additional hydroxide to Mn1 leads to a conformational change of D1-E189 in the S2 g = 4.1 and S3 structures. In the S3 state in the population of protonated D1-E189 increases.
Introduction
The oxygen-evolving complex (OEC) of photosystem II (PSII) catalyzes the oxidation of water to O2. With input of light, the OEC of PSII is sequentially oxidized. As the system is oxidized protons are lost. There are five OEC S-state intermediates along the catalytic cycle designated S0 to S4, with S0 the most reduced. [1] [2] [3] [4] The fully oxidized S4 state catalyzes the oxidation of two waters to O2. For understanding the reaction mechanism, it is crucial to obtain structural information about these catalytic intermediates and determine the pathway for the transitions between states.
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The OEC core contains a cluster of four Mn ions and a Ca 2+ connected through bridging oxides (i.e., deprotonated water molecules). 11 In the dark-stable S1
state, the Mn oxidation states are (III2, IV2) with the subscript indicating the number of Mn ions in a given oxidation state. 12, 13 In the S1-to-S2 state transition, the OEC loses an electron, oxidizing an Mn(III) to Mn(IV). EPR measurements [14] [15] [16] [17] and theoretical models 9, 18 show two energetically accessible redox isomers of the S2 state. When the dangler Mn4 ( Figure 1 ) is oxidized, the Mn cluster has a total spin of S = 1/2 and produces the g = 2 multiline EPR signal (S2,g=2). The second S2 state redox isomer is formed when Mn1 (Figure 1 ) is oxidized and the total spin is now S = 5/2, which results in the S2 state g = 4.1 EPR signal (S2,g=4.1). 8, 9, 15, 17, 19, 20 The S1-to-S2 state transition is accompanied by little or no proton loss to the lumen [21] [22] [23] and EXAFS measurements 24, 25 show no major structural rearrangements. In contrast, the S2-to-S3 state transition induces loss of approximately one proton/OEC and EXAFS spectra of the S2 and S3 states show significant structural changes. 26, 27 Theoretical studies, recently confirmed by timeresolved XFEL structures, 28 show the insertion of an additional oxo/hydroxide in the S3 state. This additional oxygen is required to complete the coordination shell of the only Mn(III) left in the S2 state, which has only 5 ligands, facilitating its oxidation. Time-resolved photothermal beam deflection measurements suggested that this oxidation is preceded by a proton release from the OEC. 27, 29 However, it is an open question which protonatable group (amino acids/water) are releasing a proton in this transition. Although the XFEL structures are not affected by damage due to exposure to X-ray radiation, there remains disagreement about the location of this additional oxygen reported by the different XFEL studies. This results from the inhomogeneous populations of the states of the different crystals and the time point used to probe the structures. 28, 30 In addition, very high resolution is required to clearly establish the location of this oxygen near the high electron densities of the Mn ions. 31 In the calculations reported here the position of the inserted oxygen is not fixed at the beginning of the calculation. Rather Monte Carlo sampling is used to generate a Boltzmann distribution of the possible binding sites for the oxygens of water molecules or hydroxyls, and their proton conformers in the S2 g = 2, S2 g = 4. 
Computational Methods
The structural model that includes amino acid residues and cofactors of PSII within a sphere with an ≈15 Å radius centered at the OEC cluster, two chloride ions and 85 water molecules, is optimized by QM/MM in both the g = 2 and g = 4.1 S2 states. 7 The geometry optimization is carried out using the ONIOM 36 cluster and the amino acids  ligands D1-D170, D1-E189, D1-H332, D1-E333, D1-D342, C-terminus of D1-A344, CP43-E354, D1-H337,  CP43-R357, D1-D61 along were removed from the QM/MM optimized structure. Then, oxygens were placed into all the cavities within 4 Å of the Mn4O5Ca cluster on a 1.0 Å grid using the program IPECE 47 ( Figure 1A ). In total, 451 oxygens were added in the cavity around the OEC. Water and hydroxide proton position conformers were generated for each oxygen atom independently (7569 hydrogen conformers were added). In addition, there is one conformer per oxygen species that represents this group moving out of the protein into solvent. Thus, each of the 451 oxygen species on the grid can be either water or hydroxide or moved to solvent in the microstates that will be subjected to MC sampling. Following Grand Canonical Monte Carlo (GCMC) sampling of microstates, the structure with occupied water/hydroxyl binding sites was optimized at the DFT level using the 6-31G* basis set and the B3LYP functional. All the Mn(IV) ions were defined in the high spin state. The model included the Mn4O5Ca cluster and the amino acids ligands (D170, E189, H332, E333, D342, A344, CP43-E354). All amino acid residues are in the D1 protein unless otherwise noted. In addition, several other residues that interact closely with the OEC were added (D61, Y161, H190, H337, CP43-R357, G171, as well as 11 crystallographic waters including water ligands of the Mn and Ca 2+ centers. The pKa's of the bridging oxides were calculated in the optimized DFT model, using MCCE as described previously. 3, 18 EXAFS simulations. EXAFS spectra of the S3 models were computed with the FEFF program (version 6) 50 combined with the IFEFFIT code (version1.2.12). 51 We included all paths with lengths up to eight scattering legs and a Debye-Waller factor of 0.003 Å for all calculations. The energy (E) axis was converted into the photoelectron wave vector (k) space by usual transformation,
where me is the mass of the electron and h is the Planck's constant, and E0 = 6540.0 eV is the Fermi energy of Mn. A fractional cosine-square (Hanning) window with dk = 1 was applied to the k 3 -weighted EXAFS data. Water molecule-binding in the S2-to-S3 state transition. The cavity around the Mn cluster in both the g = 2 and g = 4.1 S2 state structures was filled with oxygen atoms of water molecules to examine the possible binding sites for an additional water/hydroxide ligand to the Mn4O5Ca cluster ( Figure 1A ). Monte Carlo sampling was used to generate a Boltzmann distribution of conformers, as defined by electrostatic and van der Waals interactions. In the S2 g = 2 structure, no additional binding sites are identified nor in the S2 g = 2/YZ
• H190 + state.
However, the Mn4-Ca 2+ distance is longer by 0.27 Å in the S2 g = 4.1 structure and a hydroxide (O6 Figure 1B ) that bridges Mn4 and Ca 2+ is occupied with a 25% probability, while the probability of the W3 water ligand to Ca 2+ being present is reduced from 100% to 75%. This indicates a strong coupling so that clusters will have one or the other oxygen but never both. is never found in accepted microstates, which suggests a proton loss upon the formation of YZ • H190 + , before oxidation of the Mn cluster. This sequence of events has been observed by time-resolved photothermal beam deflection measurements. 27 The total charge of the protein upon the formation of YZ • H190 + is reduced by one unit, which suggests that a proton is released to the lumen.
Cluster based DFT calculations 54 also suggested that the binding of an additional water molecule takes place at Mn1 in the g = 2 form of the S2 state, a transition that is at high energy here. A similar mechanism in which W3 deprotonates and translates to complete the coordination shell of Mn4 has been proposed by Ugur et al. 52 However, they also proposed that W3 may translate toward Mn1 in the S2 g = 2 structure to complete its coordination shell. This is included as a possible transition but is found to be energetically unfavorable in our simulations. Earlier computational studies generally agree that the water/hydroxide is inserted into the OEC cluster from the closed, S2 state g = 4.1 structure. 8, 19, 32, 53 The S2 state g = 4.1 form is less rigid, with higher fluctuations that allow the rearrangement needed for binding an additional water molecule. 8 The two S2 structures were then advanced to the S3 state to oxidize the Mn centers by changing the redox potential (Eh), at physiological pH where: and bridging oxygen atoms.
In the S2 g = 4.1 structure, Mn4 is oxidized at 0.6 V and the oxidation is coupled to binding O6, while in the S2 g = 2 structure Mn1 has a potential for oxidation of 1.4 V, which is higher than the potential for oxidation of P680. This suggests the advancement of the OEC to the S3 state through the S2 g = 2 state is energetically unfavorable, which agrees with earlier studies. 8, 19, 32, 53, [55] [56] [57] Thus, for the OEC to advance from the S2 g = 2 state to the S3 state, it has to transit through the S2 g = 4.1 state. [58] [59] [60] Experimental studies using EPR spectroscopy 58, 59 also indicates the formation of the S3 state from the S2 state g = 4.1 isomer at lower temperatures in both Ca-PSII and Sr-PSII. Combined multiscale ab initio DFT+U simulations 19 suggested that the oxidation of YZ stabilizes the conversion of the open form (g = 2) to closed (g = 4.1) S2 state isomer prior to formation of the S3 state.
The analysis thus far has used a classical force field to extensively sample many oxygen and proton positions of water molecules. The S3 structure with the additional hydroxide in the O6 position, obtained by MC sampling with only electrostatic and van der Waals interactions, was optimized by using DFT. The optimization adjusted the position of O6 to complete the octahedral coordination shell of Mn4 ( Figure 1B) , reducing the Mn4-O6 bond to 1.91 Å, while the Ca 2+ -O6
and O6-O5 distances increased to 2.46 Å and 2.74 Å, respectively. Upon optimization, an additional hydrogen bond was formed between the hydroxide O6 and µ-oxo O5 with a distance of 2.30 Å.
There are two structural models of the S3 state proposed in the literature, with "open" or "closed" structures of the Mn4O5Ca cubane that may be relevant for the catalytic reaction. 10, [61] [62] [63] [64] Figure S1 ). Role of D1-E189. While D1-E189 appears to be a ligand of Mn1 in the S1 dark-adapted state, FTIR difference spectroscopy suggested that it is not a ligand of a Mn that undergoes oxidation between the S0 and S3 state transitions. 66 In addition, the recently published 2.07 Å resolution S3 state structure by Kern et al. 28 showed a translation of E189 away from Mn1 upon the insertion of a water molecule that is only 2.09 Å away from O5 and 1.78 Å from Mn1. Thus, to examine the role of E189, we have generated more than 50 conformers of its sidechains and sampled them along with 451 water molecule-binding sites in the S2 g = 2, S2 g = 4.1 and S3 states.
The MC sampling confirms a conformational change for E189 moving away from Mn1 that is coupled to binding another OH -(O7) i.e., O7 replacing the anionic E189 as a ligand for Mn1. These conformational changes are coupled to the oxidation of Mn1 in both the S2 state g = 4.1 and the S3 state structures while no conformational changes were observed for the S2 state g = 2 structure. Although the XFEL structures show different conformations of E189, the conformational changes observed in our simulations are larger than the reported in the XFEL structures and suggest a complete loss of coordination of E189 from Mn1, which is replaced by a hydroxyl. The OH7 (i.e., the hydroxyl anion form of O7) has a stronger dipole moment than the carboxylate group of the amino acid and replaces the E189 ligand in the S2 g = 4.1 and in the S3 state due to the electrostatic attraction with Mn1. However, in the S2 g = 2 state, Mn1 is in the Mn(III) state and the repulsion with the nearby oxo bridges and negatively charged ligands is stronger than the attraction to Mn1. Thus, in the S1 and S2 g = 2 states E189 is a Mn1ligand and no OH -binds to Mn1. O7
binding is independent from the addition of O6, i.e. both To further assess the energetics of O7 binding, we compared the optimized DFT energies of the S3 state having E189 ionized and bound to Mn1 (Mn1-E189) with the S3 state having OH7 bound to Mn1 and protonated E189 (Mn1-OH7). The X, Y, Z coordinates of the two optimized structures, the DFT energies (in Hartree) and the Mn spin densities are reported in the SI (Table S1 ). The Mn1-OH7 structure energy is 2.4 kcal/mol lower than the Mn1-E189 structure, which indicates that the two states are close in energy, in agreement with the MC sampling calculations. The mutations of E189 (E189K, R and Q) have shown no effect on electron transfer at the donor side of photosystem II, 67 which may be explained by the existence of an isoenergetic structure (Mn1-OH7) that facilitates the oxidation of Mn1 through the Kok cycle.
XFEL structures of the S3 state. The optimized Mn1-OH7 structure shows strong hydrogen bonds formed between O7, the carboxylate group of E189 (2.83 Å O-O distance) and the µ-oxo that bridges Mn1 and Mn2 (Figure 3 ). The position of O7 is very similar to the additional oxygen resolved in the latest S3 structure Kern et al. 28 (Table 1) . However, the Kern et al. structure also has an unusually short inter-atomic distance of 2.08 Å between the newly inserted oxygen and Oe2 of E189, which is much shorter than the sum of their van der Waals radii, and is considered to be physically impossible. Such a short distance cannot be rationalized with any known repulsive force field parameters in molecular dynamic simulation. If O7 is coordinated as a ligand of Mn1, E189 must move away from O7 through repulsive interactions with E189. It is interesting that E189 always has multiple conformations in both the Suga et al. and Kern et al. S3
structures. Furthermore, Kern et al. have built two conformations for E189, and in the second of these the O7-Oe2 E189 distance is 1.60 Å. This suggests that O7 and E189 are mutually exclusive in space in this conformation. It is relatively straightforward to detect the binding of a water molecule in a location where nothing is there using Fo-Fo isomorphous difference Fourier maps regardless of its low population. However, it is much more challenging to establish a displacement of side chains such as E189 using the same method, which may become undetectable when the population is low. This may explain the uncertainties in the sidechain positions of E189.
The S3 XFEL structure by Suga et al. at 2.25 Å resolution suggested the insertion of an additional oxygen (or water substrate) that is only 1.46 Å away from O5 similar to the S3 open structure. 68 However, this short distance between the two oxygens is possible only when there is H atom trapped between them and may have resulted from superposition of states with lower oxidation levels. 69 The O6 position observed in the Suga et al. S3 structure is far from E189. Even so, possible multiple conformations of E189 in the S3 state have been detected (for example, Figure S5 Therefore, the possibility of a third E189 conformation as proposed by this study does not contradict the evidence of the structure given the current uncertainty. Table 1 shows the comparison of the Mni, Ca 2+ -Oj (i = 1,4 and j = 5,6,7) distances in the different structures. It is clear that the position of O6 is similar to the oxygen position observed in the XFEL structure by Suga et al., 30 while the position of O7 is closer to the oxygen identified in the S3 structure by Kern et al. 28 The mismatch between the XFEL measurements may have resulted from the uncertainties in the oxygen positions, due to the difficulties of accurately resolving their electron density near the heavy Mn ions, the fact that misses in a multiflash experiment will produce a mixture of S states, the different time points used to probe the structures, and the changes induced by radiation. which completes its coordination shell and facilitates the oxidation of the cluster to the S3 state (Figure 4) . The EXAFS spectrum of the resulting S3 state structure suggests it is more consistent with an intermediate generated during the S2-to-S3 state transition prior to formation of the S3 state in its open form. 10 In addition, the sampling of several conformers of the D1-E189 sidechain suggest that it undergoes a conformational change that is coupled to the oxidation of Mn1 and the binding another OH -(O7) as suggested by the latest XFEL S3 state structure (Figure 4 , B*, C*, D*).
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Supporting Information
The Supporting Information includes Mn spin densities and the optimized atomic coordinates of the proposed models of the S3 state.
1-Mn spin densities for optimized S3 state structure. 
